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This  Study 
•   A snapshot in time  of a cross section of “typical” 
communities that have experienced extreme 
events. 
 

•   Examine the state of play in American 
communities as they begin to cope with extreme 
weather and climate events. 
 

•   Study how they  -  planned, coped, and expect to 
adapt - to extremes given  the new normal  
(growing awareness of new extreme trends). 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a presentation --- abt a snapshot of  cross section of typical communities now experiencing ee   these are their stories  (not necessarily the largest cities in the US who are on the cutting edge climate adaptation such as --- like NYC, Chicago, Seattle who are the leading age)  these are the next wave of communities.  We went out to see how they planned for extreme events, how they coped and they plan to approach extremes in the future Amidst the growing awareness of new trends in extremes (the new normal)  And how they grappling with long term adaptation  Growing awareness  Setting the expectation Extreme event is defined by the community.  



What is an Extreme Event? 

Many definitions  (e.g., IPCC, NCA, etc.) 
 
Many approaches to defining (e.g., economic, physical, 
social…) 
  
Our approach: 

•  an 'extreme event' was one that was notable in 
some way (e.g., broke previous records or inflicted 
major damage) 
 

•  extremes are defined by impacts on the community 
and the extraordinary measures required to cope 



The Extreme Events Team 

Screen:  Kenan Ozekin, Water RF 
Back Row:  Lauren Fillmore, WERF, Karen Metchis, US EPA, Erica Brown, Noblis 
Front Row:  Nancy Beller-Simms, NOAA, Claudio Ternieden, CTC 

 
 

 
 
 

With special thanks: 
Amrith Sagar, Caroline Hemenway,  Miriam Heller, Nancy Tosta, Rob Greenwood  
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Presentation Notes
Introduce each person.We also want to thank:Facilitators:  Nancy Tosta and Rob GreenwoodCollaborators:  Caroline Hemenway, Miriam Heller and Amrith SagarAlana Goldstein EPA



Partnerships 

•Unique partnership of 2 
federal agencies; 2 
water-related research 
foundations; and 2 other 
applied science research 
organizations 
 
•Working relationships  
began in 2009 
 
•Funded initial workshop 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This workshop brought together over 80 researchers and water utility practitioners.One overall finding was that water utilities are concerned with extreme weather and climate events and see an increased need to plan for them.They were interested in finding out how their peers were planning for these types of events.  Questions arose as to what they were doing, what tools did they use, who else were involved in their plans, how were they using various forms of information such as climate forecasts and other freely available information,The 2010 workshop planning committee took on several of the recommendations – funding research to address some of the activities that were most appropriate for the individual organization.Several of us have issued RFPs directly pertaining to the issues raised in this workshop. In addition, there are ongoing and expected future efforts in the realm of Energy-Water and Coastal Resilience.  The question on extremes – crossed all of our jurisdictions.  All of us were interested – so we formed a partnership to fund a few workshops . 
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Presentation Notes
Initially 3 – 4 sites looking at one extreme events.Learned quickly --- that we needed to understand the “cycle” of extreme events.As partners joined – we expanded our capabilities and interests (and financial backing).We pooled our resources – with the understanding that we would not “mix money” – but would pay for discrete aspectsChose sites:Geographically diverseDiverse set of extreme eventsOf interest to a majority of the plannersTake advantage of the water foundations relationships with on-the-ground decision makersSatisfy individual internal interests – so WERF and WRF wanted locations with member organizations; CTC wanted Tidewater; NOAA wanted western casesWillingness of stakeholders to be involved in the process



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The workshops were planned with a combination of the larger planning team, the water utility contacts and their related staff and interests, representatives from EPA regions and NOAA RCSDs and when apropos – NIDIS, RISAs, state climatologists, RCCs, RFC and labs.  In some cases we included researchers.The meetings – except for DC were 1 ½ days in length.  We thought that we would invite about 20-25 people to each case study.  That idea was shattered by our first meeting in which over 100 people were invited (and I believe there were 75-80 people in attendance).  In all – we estimate that between 400-450 local representatives attended our 6 case study workshops.  Our findings today summarize what they discussed.With our meetings - We also teamed with other efforts in the locations.  NIDIS – held first meeting for the pilot study in the Russian River – as an extra ½ day; they also added an afternoon session in Kansas City and spoke during the general session in Texas and Georgia; in the case of VA – we teamed with Pam MASON… who was already doing a study at the time for the VA state legislature on “recurring funding”.  The study team held an afternoon session the second day for decision makers.The meetings began with a discussion of why we were doing the study and our expectations of the day (often from all of us)- that would be the last time they would see the organizers until the end.Our planning team (consisting of at least ½ locals) organized our meetings roughly as:Discussion of the science of extreme events --- what were the unique physical features of this location for which kinds of extreme events.  There was often a discussion of the recent extreme events --- (from a science viewpoint).  Then there was a discussion of the expectations and/or forecasts for the near and long-term.The next few sessions – described the location and the extreme events that occurred – how the utilities planned for the events and then the impacts and responses to the events.Next we would bring in local industry and environmental representatives who are large consumers of water services in the region – to discuss the impact of the event on their industry and how it related to their water usage.At the end of the first day, we would break out into smaller groups to discuss the experiences of the attendees with the extreme events.The second – ½ day – included a session on tools and approaches for addressing extreme events along with other talks relevant to the location.  Sometimes we had emergency response representatives talk – in one case we had an elected official.We then had a large group discussion of the future – including a discussion of key lessons, gaps and key needs, and steps need to improve response.A final racconteur session – where 2-4 “locals summarized what they learned from the workshop and/or steps for the future.



> 4 inches of rain in 24 
hours – March 13-14, 2012  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But this team – also brought extreme events wherever we came.  We have record high temperatures, record blizzards, near record rainfall, near record drought, nor-easters and tidal surges…What will happen today?  We are on alert.



1. Resilience = Readiness for multiple types 
and occurrences of extreme events 

 Russian River 
 Flood ’06 
 Drought + Frost ‘07-’09  

 
 Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-

Flint 
 Drought ‘07/08 
 Flood Sept. ’09 
 Flood Winter ‘09/10 
 Drought ’12 

 
 Central Texas 

 Drought ‘06/07, 
 Flood ’07 
 Drought  + Wildfires ’11 
 Drought 2010-present 

 National Capital Region  
 Derecho June ’12 
 Superstorm Sandy Oct. ‘12  
 

 Tidewater Virginia 
 H. Isabel ’03 
 Nor’easter Ida ’09 
 Hurricane Irene Aug  ‘11 
 Tropical Storm Lee Sept 

‘11 
 Two Nor’easters ’12 

 

 Lower Missouri River 
 Record Floods ‘52, ‘93, ’11 
 Drought ‘12/13 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We selected each of these communities based on an assumption about the extreme event that they experienced – a drought or a flood.  What we found was that communities are being buffeted by several events over relatively short periods of time – and of more than one type.  So we realized that readiness requires addressing both ends of the spectrum – from drought to flood – in the same location.



…Impacts, Responses, and Costs Vary 

Drought 
 Impacts: slow moving (ex. wildfire!) 
 Response: sustained over long 

periods of time 
 Costs: reduced revenue,  repairs,  

new technologies 
 Dynamics: divisiveness 

Floods/storms:   
 Impacts: acute 
 Response: ER, recovery 
 Costs:  damage, recovery 
 Dynamics: cooperation 

They all require community buy-in for long-term solutions  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also gained insight into the types of impacts and responses each type of event elicits.Floods and storms are acute events, happening quickly (sometimes with little advance warning) and demand emergency response – including the advance preparations and after-event recovery.  The damages can be very costly, as can cleanup and recovery.  Droughts on the other hand are slow-moving, unfolding over longer stretches of time.  Actions to cope must be sustained over a long period of time – in fact, proactive efforts to conserve water can actually allay the onset of exceptional drought responses -- such as 100% outdoor watering bans and the like.  Droughts do cause infrastructure damage -- such as broken pipes from drying/shifting soils.  Adoption of new technologies can incur upfront costs -- such as installation of a purple pipes system for water reuse.  Floods and droughts are similar, however in that long-term preparedness and resilience requires community buy-in for long-term solutions – such as reducing impervious cover to allay flooding or adopting a water-conserving lifestyle.We also learned a new saying, confirmed by what we heard in a couple of places “Floods unite, droughts divide.”  



2. Resilience = critical water services are 
prioritized 

 During/after Emergencies – first priorities 
 Restoring access to potable water 
 Controlling wastewater discharges 

 
Water utilities depend on: 
 Electricity 
  Communication systems 
   Supply Chains (fuel, chlorine) 
   Transit 
   Emergency response 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know that water is the lifeblood of communities.  It may be obvious that restoring potable water service and controlling waste discharges should be among the top priorities, when disaster strikes, to recover from an emergency.  But it isn’t always obvious to those we depend on -- For example, loss of power is one of the most common vulnerabilities for water systems.  The electrical grid is increasingly at risk due to floods, storms, and even drought. Water system managers sometimes find themselves scrambling to get power restored to critical systems – in competition with others in the community.  It is important to put in place arrangements to ensure that the local power company understands which systems truly must be prioritized above others.  It is also incumbent upon water system managers to put in place back-up systems that can keep critical facilities operational during such disruptions, including power, communications, and supply chains.



…and re:  resilience -> public expectations 
are aligned with willingness to pay 

Engage the public about:  
The feasibility and cost of reducing risks  
Their readiness and role in protecting their 

own safety and property 
 (hint: view the media as a constituency) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But prioritizing water infrastructure is not just important during emergencies.  We are fortunate to be served by a class of public servants who understand this priority, and who know that reliable water service is job one.But this dedication and competence has the unintended consequence of making the water system invisible  – the public generally doesn’t spend much time thinking  about water infrastructure until it is disrupted. Water infrastructure is among the largest of community investments – and public expectations must be balanced with their willingness to pay.  Given the changing climate, some impacts may be unavoidable -- such as neighborhood flooding or loss of potable water supply for a few days.  There is a need to ensure that the public understands their own role in protecting their own safety and property, and that they understand what can and cannot be controlled (and at what price).Oh, and we heard over and over the importance of understanding how to work with the media to convey your messaging!



3.  Resilience = emergency response + 
long term preparedness 

-> Utilities must actively embrace both!  
- > Utilities are increasingly: 
 skilled at responding to emergencies 
 conducting vulnerability assessments 

- > But implementing adaptation plans is 
limited 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the biggest light bulbs to go on for me was that communities must embrace both Emergency Response and Long Term Preparedness.  We need to undertake planning to redirect our communities out of harm’s way - but as we heard at our workshops, we need to prepare for the worst and hope for the best. Since 9/11, the water community has gotten quite skilled at emergency planning, and with each event, with each after-action analysis, they are getting even more so.  We found that several water mangers undertake ‘worst case scenario’ planning, conduct after action reviews, engage mutual aid networks such as WARN, and are increasingly taking proactive steps prior to impact of coming storms. And we found some that are even undertaking climate change vulnerability assessments.  But unfortunately we don’t see very many that are implementing major changes to implement long-term plans.  Most of the action underway is to prepare for and manage emergency situations.



…and Resilience =  
formal and informal networks 

 Formal support and communication networks 
establish clear roles during emergencies 

 Informal networks and relationships provide 
flexibility for problem solving 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a side note, it became obvious that networks and relationships are key to both Emergency Response and Long Term Preparedness.  Formal networks ensure orderly communications, especially during emergencies.  But the role of informal networks and relationships is where the novel problem-solving takes place, for both Emergency Response and preparedness.  



4. Resilience = coordination beyond 
service area or jurisdictional boundaries 

Many organizations and 
constituents play a role that 
affects watershed 
management and utility 
operations 

 Failure to understand inter-
dependencies can 
undermine success of 
everyone’s actions 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We so often work within our mission silos, and for obvious reasons we work within our formal jurisdictions.  But when a climate or weather event occurs, it is the watershed that responds – affecting everyone.Different levels of government, different jurisdictional boundaries, different service areas, different constituencies – all complicate the ability to respond effectively.  There are water utility mangers, dam operators, power generators, military bases, economic sectors, environmental managers, water users, etc.Each has its own, sometimes conflicting, mandates, objectives, and incentives, and the actions of one may have unintended consequences for others.  We heard over and over about how one system is managed upstream affects outcomes in another system downstream. This requires building relationships to facilitate communication to, at least, understand how our actions affect each other. 



5. Resilience =  
community leadership and innovation 

Water utility managers 
are competently taking 
action within their span 
of control 

Overcoming boundaries 
requires leadership to 
navigate a community-
wide path to resilience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This leads to the crux of the problem for achieving real resilience.  Water utility managers are competently taking action within their span of control, within their jurisdictional boundaries.  But true resilience, I believe, will require a community-wide response – to make tough choices.  Community leaders are needed to help navigate the community to resilience – and water managers are one part of this puzzle. 



…and Resilience =  
communication and cooperation 

 The unique local political, environmental, and social 
context can facilitate or constrain community ability 
to address vulnerabilities 

 Having the right messenger(s) matters 
 A trusted, neutral party can convene and engage 

sectors in problem solving for locally viable 
solutions 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Needless to say, this involves addressing politically sensitive, difficult, and often contentious issues.  Some conversations are difficult to have: 	urban water use vs. agriculture needs	upstream rights vs. downstream needs	restoring coastal settlements vs. managed retreat	flood risk communication vs. concern over property values	public perceptions and values vs. hard realitiesAnd it affects us all in our pocket books.  We heard that different people listen to different ‘trusted’ messengers.  We also learned, in some communities we visited, that communication barriers are being overcome by stakeholder collaboratives that are able to convene diverse interests in a neutral dialogue.  In others, local governments are banding together to adopt best practices and consistent communication with their communities.



6. Resilience = active engagement in 
acquiring information 

There is no ‘silver-bullet’ decision 
support tool  
 More information at practical 

temporal and spatial scales is 
available than realized 

 Decision makers need to be 
informed of and trained to use 
available tools.   

All tools require effort to customize 
and apply to local conditions 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For several years, many people – public sector, NGOs, trade groups, academia, etc. - have been working to develop data sets, tools, clearinghouses, etc. to help decision makers understand vulnerability to climate change and to inform decisions.  But, wherever we go, we still hear that information is not available for their decision making.I am coming to the conclusion that there is a responsibility on both ends. We, the tools and information providers, need to do a better job of providing access – perhaps by creating customizable ‘dashboards’ that users can tailor for their specific needs.But decision makers too need to take an active role in understanding what information and tools are available, and figuring out how to access and use them. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact, there are many different types and time scales of information needed – and there are many different tools and data sets to meet these needs to some degree. When we asked people, “what information and tools did you find useful”, we found that much of what they need for short- and medium-term management can be met with some customized collaboration (more or less).  The greatest challenge for local managers is learning how to use long-term information that challenges traditional practices.And that leads us to the next lesson learned.



7. Resilience = multi-disciplinary teams 
to create actionable information 

Useful decision support can often be met by working with 
integrated teams  
 Water utilities: articulate their needs in the context of specific 

decisions 
 Water managers and water users: gain cross-sector 

understanding 

– Climate modelers and 
academics: understand  
local and sectoral needs 

– Stakeholders: buy-in to 
solutions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The quest for ‘actionable information’ for long-term planning and resiliency is a team sport.  Water utilities are starting to get past simply asking for ‘downscaled climate data’ (of which there is plenty, but comes with many caveats).  They are getting more specific about what they need, and in what form. And the word is spreading that we have entered a new ‘risk management’ paradigm that doesn’t lend itself to simply obtaining a new engineering design storm.Similarly, the climate community and the hydrological science communities are starting to come to terms with each other – and I do mean ‘terms’, since we use different languages.The climate community needs to understand how the hydrology community uses information, at what time and spatial scales. The hydrology community is getting more sophisticated about how they can, and cannot, use climate information. And collectively we are beginning to build – and test - new risk management paradigms that enable us to plan for an uncertain – but certainly changing – future.But work remains.



Other Resilience Lessons 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally – there are many lessons to be learned and insights to be gained.  Dialogues like this are occurring all over the nation, and that bodes well for solving the types of challenges that the changing climate is bringing to communities.  A final note.  These themes are very general – and we know that the utilities in the audience are likely interested in more specific best practices and useful resources.  That is one of the next steps for this collaborating team.  As we finalize working with the wealth of information we gained visiting these six communities and in today’s workshop, we will produce more specific findings to share.  Stay tuned.



• 2-pagers summarizing impacts, response and lessons 
learned 
 
• Final report – synthesis 

•More detailed case studies 
•Synthesis of lessons, tools and needs 

 
•Peer-reviewed and trade-specific publications 
 

•Webinars 
 

•Conference Talks 

Future Products 



Thank you! 
 
Fact Sheets on Site Visits:    
http://cpo.noaa.gov/ClimatePrograms/Clim
ateSocietalInteractionsCSI/SARPProgram/E
xtremeEventsCaseStudies.aspx  
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